
The interiors of Planets

• Density: Terrestrial planets = refractory material, and the

Jovian planet = gaseous material

• Jupiter is about as large as a planet can get. I.e., the

extrasolar planets aren’t much larger than Jupiter.



How do we know about the inner structure of

planets?

• Average density determinations

• Local gravity variations as measured with artificial &

natural satellites

• Magnetic fields: molten core/convection

• Lava flow: internal composition

• Earthquakes: internal structure



The Interior Structure/Composition of the

Terrestrial Planets

• Core: center of planet

composed of dense

metals (iron, nickel)

• Mantle: Layer above the

core composed of

silicates (i.e., oxides

comprised of silicon,

aluminum, magnesium)

• Crust: Low density, light

silicates



Rock Strength

• Lithosphere: outer layer of rigid rock

• solid rock below the lithosphere is at higher temperatures,

and thus deforms & flows more easily

• Thus, the lithosphere “floats” on the soft rock below

• The thickness of the lithosphere is dependent on

temperature

! The higher the temperature, the softer the rock

! More massive planets have thinner lithospheres



Cores & Mantles
• The relative Core/Mantle sizes depend on the planet’s

composition

• Cores may be molten: Dependent on internal

temperature & pressure

! Composition of Solar Nebula

! Composition of Impactors





Layers of the “rocky” parts of Planets

• Differentiation: The gravitational separation or

segregation of different densities of material into

different layers in the interior of a planet, as a result of

heating

1) The Earth was struck by large rocks in the early days of

the solar system

2) Kinetic energy from these rocks was converted into heat

3) Central temperature rose, & the core of the planet

became liquid

4) Denser material migrated to the center

The Process



Magnetosphere



Magnetic Fields

• Several of the planets have B-fields associated with

them. These fields are caused by the motion of molten

material as a result of planetary rotation or convection

• Consider an electron of charge e with a velocity, v, in a

magnetic field of strength B. The resultant Lorentz force

on the electron is,

• And is thus perpendicular to the plane defined by v and

B.



Magnetic Fields

• The force will result in the electron having a

circular motion in a plane of radius r such that

• Given that,

• The period of the orbit is,

• The cyclotron frequency is,



Magnetic Fields
• If v makes an angle " with B, the electron assumes a

helical path with a constant component of velocity vcos"
along the direction of the field line with a spin period
around the field line of

• The circular velocity is vsin", and thus the radius of
motion is



B-Fields: Terrestrial Planets

Cooled offnoMars

Molten rockyesEarth

Cooled offnoVenus

Molten rock?yesMercury

Why?B-field



B-Fields: Jovian Planets
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Magnetosphere

& Aurora



Internal vs. External Heat

• The Earth receives ~ 1370 W / m2 from the Sun

• About 0.05 W / m2 leaks from the center of the Earth

• Jupiter & Saturn radiate twice as much heat as they

receive from the Sun

• Neptune also radiates heat.



How do the interior regions cool off?

• Conduction: heat transfer

via the macroscopic

jiggling of molecules

(important in the

lithosphere)

• Convection: hot materials

expands & rises, cool

material contracts & falls

• Eruption: transfer of heat

to the surface by

depositing lava on the

surface



The cooling of the interior regions of

Terrestrial Planets

• The lithosphere thus gets thicker with time (as the

planets cool).

• Cooling time is dependent on the size of the planet



Shaping Planetary Surfaces

• Impact Cratering: the excavation of bowl-shaped
depressions by asteroids or comets striking the planet’s
surface

• Volcanism: the eruption of molten rock, or lava, from a
planet’s interior onto its surface

! Magma rises because it is light weight, or through

tectonic stresses
! Volcanism is occurring on all terrestrial planets &

some of the outer solar system satellites



Shaping Planet’s Surfaces (cont)
• Tectonics: the disruption of a planet’s surface by

internal stresses
! stress of convective currents

! stress from temperature changes due to radioactive

decay
! stress from compression of lithosphere as the planet

cools



Shaping Planet’s Surfaces (cont)

• Erosion: the wearing down or building up of a planet’s

geological feature by wind, water, ice, etc…

! The thicker the atmosphere the greater the erosion

! The faster the planet rotates under its atmosphere, the

greater the erosion



Jupiter

• Jupiter is the best known of the gas giant planets. From
the equation of HE

• The central pressure is

• If Jupiter was supported by gas pressure, the ideal gas
law can be used to calculate a temperature of,

• I.e., to support itself against collapse, the internal
temperature would have to be 105 K if the gas pressure
was dominant. But what supports the planet?



Jupiter

• Answer: electron degeneracy pressure.

• Note that a phase transition occurs when electrons,
which are bound by the Pauli Exclusion principle, fill up
all of the energy states up to & exceeding the ionization
energy of hydrogen (13.6 eV = 2x10-18 J). When this
occurs, hydrogen goes from being non-conducting to a
conducting “metallic” hydrogen

• For hydrogen, the pressure at the onset of the phase
transition is (roughly)

• An exact calculation gives Pcrit = 2 Mbar. Since Pcrit < Pc,
metallic hydrogen & degeneracy pressure exist in
Jupiter.



The Maximum Sizes of Planets
• An obvious question is - what is the maximum size a

planet can have? To figure this out, first imagine that we

are building a cold planet up in size.

• Initially,

• As M grows, the central compression increases, !c

grows, so,

• Eventually, compression reaches a point where,

• Finally, after even more compression,



The Maximum Sizes of Planets
• To consider this in more detail, we will make use of the

virial theorem.

• The virial theorem - “for a bound system, twice the time

averaged kinetic energy is equal to the potential energy.”

There is no nice way to derive this, but a derivation has

been posted on the notes page.

• For the KE, we will use the kinetic energy of a

degenerate electron

• For the PE, we will use the electrostatic energy and the

gravitational potential energy.



The Maximum Sizes of Planets
• KE: Consider a planet of mass Mp and volume Vp which

is made up of Np atoms with an average mass number of

A. Z is the number of electrons per atom. Given this, the

number of atoms in the planet is

• The number of electrons in the planet is

• Because electrons obey the Pauli exclusion principle,

and thus must occupy different states, the number of

states must be then equal to the number of electrons.

• Thus for the planet, the volume of the cell available for

each electron is



The Maximum Sizes of Planets
• If the cell is assumed to be spherical, then its radius is

• The kinetic energy KE of an electron is dominated by

the motion of the electron in the cell (& not the motion of

the cell), which is independent of temperature and thus

degenerate. The KE is thus,

• where the latter substitution for momentum, p, is the

result of the quantum mechanical  relationship between
p and the wavelength " of a particle.



The Maximum Sizes of Planets
• The longest value of the wavelength is when it is equal

to the circumference of the cell. Thus, the lowest

degenerate energy per cell is,

• The total degenerate energy is,

• Thus, combining the above with

• we get

• where # contains constant terms



The Maximum Sizes of Planets
• The electrostatic energy is approximated, as the

interactions of positive and negative charge, separated

by the cell size,

• The total electrostatic energy is,



The Maximum Sizes of Planets
• The gravitational energy is



The Maximum Sizes of Planets
• Using the virial theorem

• To combine these terms

• And solving for Rp,

• For small Mp,

• Further, if the number of atom per unit volume is ~

constant, then



The Maximum Sizes of Planets
• Using the virial theorem

• To combine these terms

• And solving for Rp,

• For large Mp,

• The radius decreases with increasing mass



The Maximum Sizes of Planets

• The mass for the maximum radius can be calculated by

differentiating

• Via dRp / dMp and setting dRp / dMp = 0. Thus,

• Therefore,



The Maximum Sizes of Planets

• Inserting appropriate numbers, we get



The Maximum Sizes of Planets

• Z1/2 / A = objects made of hydrogen can have a larger
size than ones made of iron

• From the above numbers, Jupiter & Saturn are
essentially hydrogen bodies with some helium.




